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We report on the first experimental observation of a current-driven instability developing in a
quasi-neutral matter-antimatter beam. Strong magnetic fields (≥ 1 T) are measured, via means of
a proton radiography technique, after the propagation of a neutral electron-positron beam through
a background electron-ion plasma. The experimentally determined equipartition parameter of B ≈
10−3, is typical of values inferred from models of astrophysical gamma-ray bursts, in which the
relativistic flows are also expected to be pair dominated. The data, supported by Particle-In-
Cell simulations and simple analytical estimates, indicate that these magnetic fields persist in the
background plasma for thousands of inverse plasma frequencies. The existence of such long-lived
magnetic fields can be related to analog astrophysical systems, such as those prevalent in lepton-
dominated jets.
PACS numbers: 52.27.Ep, 52.35.Qz, 98.62.Nx
The exact symmetry between its positively and nega-
tively charged constituents makes electron-positron plas-
mas and beams (EPBs) unique cases in plasma physics.
For instance, the exact mobility of the two species forbids
the excitation of drift and acoustic modes [1], and, more
generally, EPBs have a much more simplified Clemmow-
Mullaly-Allis diagram than that of their electron-ion
counterpart (see, for instance, [2]). EPBs are also be-
lieved to play a central role in a range of high-energy
astrophysical phenomena, such as the ultra-relativistic
outflows from active galactic nuclei and pulsars [3–6]. It
has been proposed that pair-dominated jets might play
a role in the emission of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs),
produced in compact object mergers/collisions, or dur-
ing the death of massive stars. These events account for
some of the most luminous events in the universe [7, 8].
Arguably, the most fundamental open question regard-
ing electron-positron beams in astrophysical systems con-
cerns their interaction with the ambient environment,
and in particular the related growth of plasma instabili-
ties and magnetic field amplification [9–11], essential in-
gredients in the formation of collisionless shocks and their
radiative emission [12, 13]. These phenomena require
magnetic energy densities with values greatly exceed-
ing that of the ambient plasma (typically with a mean
field on the order of a nT [14]). In these scenarios, the
strength of the magnetic fields is usually given in terms of
the so-called equipartition parameter B = UB/Ue, with
UB = B
2/2µ0 and Ue = γbnbmec
2 the magnetic and total
kinetic energy density, respectively (here nb and γb refer
to the density and bulk Lorentz factor of the beam or
shock, respectively). GRB afterglow spectra must be the
result of synchrotron radiation in a magnetic field with B
ranging from 10−5 [15, 16] to 0.1 [17, 18]. These values
cannot be obtained by MHD shock compression of the
local magnetic fields (B ≈ 10−11 [19]) or by magnetic
flux carried from the central engine (B < 10
−7 [20]).
Weibel-mediated shocks in the jet could generate fields of
sufficient strength, but are expected to decay rapidly, on
timescales comparable to the inverse plasma frequency
[13]. On the other hand, analytical [10] and numerical
[21–24] studies give significant evidence that magnetic
fields of sufficient strength and persistence might be gen-
erated by strong current filamentation of the EPB.
To date, there is no direct evidence of these phenom-
ena, either in the laboratory or in astrophysical observa-
tions. This lack of experimental data is ultimately due
to the difficulty of generating neutral EPBs in the lab-
oratory despite considerable dedicated efforts worldwide
[25–27]. It is only recently that the first generation of a
quasi-neutral EPB [28, 29] in a fully laser-driven setup
[30] have been reported.
In this Letter, we present the first experimental obser-
vation of kinetic behaviour of a neutral pair beam in the
laboratory. Strong (B ≈ 10−3) and long-lived (persist-
ing for at least (2.5±0.5)×103 inverse plasma frequencies
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2Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental setup.
of the background plasma) magnetic fields are detected
after the propagation of a neutral EPB through a back-
ground electron-ion plasma. Analytical considerations
and numerical simulations indicate that these fields, ob-
served via a proton imaging technique [31, 32], are the re-
sult of a current-driven transverse instability in the beam.
The present experiment opens up the possibility of study-
ing phenomena of direct relevance to pair-dominated as-
trophysical scenarios in the laboratory.
The experiment was carried out using the Astra-
Gemini laser [33] hosted by the Central Laser Facility
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. The ex-
perimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1. A short (pulse
duration of 45±2 fs) laser pulse, containing an energy of
approximately 9 J, was focussed, using an F/20 off-axis
parabola, down to a focal spot of diameter 27± 5 µm at
the entrance of a 10mm-long gas-cell filled with a He gas
doped with 3% of N2. The helium gas was fully ionized
by the laser pulse, producing a plasma density of 4×1018
cm−3, as measured by optical interferometry. The inter-
action generated, via laser-wakefield acceleration [34], a
reproducible electron beam with a broad spectrum ex-
tending to approximately 600 MeV and an overall charge
of the order of 0.40± 0.04 nC (similar to what reported
in Ref. [28]). The electron beam properties are con-
sistent with results reported in the literature for similar
laser parameters, in a regime of ionisation injection (see,
for instance, Refs. [35, 36]). The electron beam then
interacted with a lead target with a variable thickness
(ranging from 5 to 25mm) in order to generate an EPB
that subsequently propagated through a secondary gas-
cell filled with pure He. By changing the thickness of the
converter target, the percentage of positrons in the EPB
can be controlled, seamlessly, from 0% to approximately
50% [28–30]. The rear side of the gas-cell was covered
with a LANEX scintillator screen, in order to provide
information about the spatial distribution of the EPB
with and without the second gas-cell. During free prop-
agation, the EPB presents a smooth spatial profile, well
approximated by a super-gaussian [37]. Finally, a mag-
netic spectrometer allowed separating and measuring the
spectrum of the electrons and positrons in the beam on
each laser shot. This spectrometer consisted of a 10 cm
long, 0.9 T dipole magnet followed by two LANEX stin-
tillators. The scintillators were cross-calibrated using im-
age plates in order to extract the absolute total charge
of the electron and positron populations in the EPB.
A second laser pulse (pulse duration of 45±2 fs and en-
ergy of 9J) was focussed, using an F/2 off-axis parabola,
on the surface of a 15 µm thick gold foil in order to
generate, via Target Normal Sheath Acceleration [38],
a multi-MeV proton beam with a cut-off energy of ' 5
MeV and a smooth spatial profile [39]. This beam pro-
vided temporally-resolved proton radiographs [31] of the
plasma, transverse to the EPB propagation, with a ge-
ometrical magnification M ≈ 8 [31]. In this manuscript
we focus our attention on radiographs of the same inter-
action obtained with proton energies of 4.5, 3.3, and 1.1
MeV (each with an uncertainty of 0.5 MeV [31]). These
energies correspond to probing the background plasma
(14 ± 6) ps, (60 ± 10) ps, and (280 ± 30) ps after the
transit of the EPB. Monte-Carlo simulations using the
code SRIM [40] indicate a broadening of the probing pro-
ton beam caused by lateral straggling whilst propagating
through the gas-fill in the cell. This broadening is of the
order of 2 µm for a 3.3 MeV proton (5µm for 1.1 MeV) at
the rear side of the gas-cell. This uncertainty is smaller
than the intrinsic spatial resolution of the radiographic
technique (of the order of 10 µm for our experimental
parameters [31]), and it will thus be neglected hereafter.
For a converter thickness of 2.5 cm (corresponding
to approximately 5 radiation lengths), an EPB with
Ne = (3.2 ± 0.3) ×109 electrons, Np = (3.0 ± 0.2) ×109
positrons (positrons accounting for 48±5% of the over-
all leptonic beam) was consistently generated. The elec-
trons and positrons presented a broad spectrum well
approximated by a Ju¨ttner-Synge distribution (average
Lorentz factor γb ≈ 15), similarly to that reported in
Ref. [28]. Matching Monte-Carlo simulations using the
code FLUKA [41] indicate an average divergence of the
order of 30 - 50 mrad, and a source size of the order of
300 µm, whilst analytical estimates of the cascade in the
solid [29] indicate a beam duration at source of the or-
der of τb ≈ 100 fs. The number density of the EPB at
the entrance of the second gas-cell, placed 7 mm away
from the rear surface of the converter target, is then nb
= (2.6± 0.5)× 1014 cm−3. The EPB co-propagated with
an intense burst of bremsstrahlung γ-rays as predicted
by FLUKA simulations [41]. Hydrodynamic simulations
(using the commercial code HYADES [42]) indicate that
this photon beam fully ionises the He gas in the second
gas-cell to an average electron density of npl = 10
17 cm−3
(corresponding electron plasma frequency ωpl ≈ 2× 1013
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Figure 2. a. - c. Typical optical density of the proton ra-
diographies of the background gas after the passage of the
electron-positron beam for different percentages of positrons
in the beam: 23% (a.), 38% (b.), and 48% (c.). The beam
propagates from right to left, as indicated by the arrow, with
the main propagation axis represented by the dashed blue
line. The spatial scale is common for all frames and refers
to the interaction plane. Each radiograph is taken (280±30)
ps after the transit of the EPB (corresponding proton energy
of (1.1± 0.5) MeV). d. Comparison between the experimen-
tal proton distribution and the output of the particle-tracing
simulation for frame c. The lineout position is highlighted
by the white dashed rectangle in frame c. and it is taken
at the detection plane, with the spatial scale thus magnified
by a factor M 8. e. Distribution of the azimuthal magnetic
field used as an input for the particle-tracing simulation and
f. related current density.
Hz) and a temperature of the order of 10-20 eV [43].
Fig.2 shows typical radiographs of the He plasma
(280±30) ps after the propagation of the EPB. For a low
percentage of positrons (frame a.) no proton deflections
are observed, with the probing proton beam retaining
a smooth spatial profile. As the positron percentage in
the EPB is increased (thicker converter target, see Ref.
[28]) a faint modulation starts to be observed along the
vertical axis (frame b.), which becomes apparent when-
ever the EPB approaches overall charge neutrality (frame
c.). Radiographs of the same shots at 3.3 MeV and 4.5
MeV (corresponding to probing times of (60±10) ps and
(14±6) ps, respectively) show analogous deflection pat-
terns, strong indication of the persistence of the fields
responsible for the proton deflections (see Ref. [39]).
These radiographs are taken long after the EPB has es-
caped the probed region and we then ascribe the pro-
ton deflections to magnetic fields left in the background
plasma in the wake of the EPB. Electrostatic fields could
also arise from charge separation induced by the EPB
in the background plasma, within a typical length-scale
rE ≈ σb(nb/npl)1/2 ≈ 25 µm [44]. This length is compa-
rable to the plasma wavelength (`pl ≈ 17 µm) indicating
that charge neutrality will be restored on a time com-
parable to the ion plasma period (ω−1pi ≈ 2 ps). At the
time of observation, we would then expect no significant
electrostatic fields left in the plasma. This is confirmed
by the experimental data, since hypothetic electrostatic
deflections would show for each positron percentage, a
feature that is absent in the data (see Fig. 2).
In order to extract the magnetic field distribution re-
sponsible for the observed proton deflections (see Ref.
[45] for more details), Particle Tracing (PT) calculations
were performed. The best match with the experimental
data is obtained for a magnetic field distribution as shown
in Fig. 2.e. The field has a peak amplitude of (1.2± 0.5)
T and a characteristic spatial scale of λfil = 1.2 ± 0.2
mm (see Figs. 2.d and 2.e). Within the experimental
uncertainty, the same magnetic field distribution repro-
duces the proton deflections also for proton energies of
3.3 and 4.5 MeV, indicating that the magnetic field does
not change significantly over a probing temporal win-
dow of (2.5 ± 0.5) × 103 inverse plasma frequencies of
the background plasma. The related current density is
made of a positive component peaking at Jmax ≈ 2×1010
A/m2 in the center (corresponding to a particle density
of nJ ≈ 2 × 1014 cm−3), surrounded by a negative cur-
rent (Fig. 2.f). Given the time-scale of the observation,
this corresponds to the return currents left in the back-
ground plasma after the propagation of the EPB. Since
nJ ≈ nb, this is consistent with the EPB creating only
one large filamentary structure. In our case of a weak
beam (α = nb/npl  1), this current-driven instability
[46] is expected to generate a transverse modulation with
a growth rate of the order of Γfil ≈ ωpl
√
α/γb ≈ 2× 1011
Hz (growth time of approximately 5 ps). The instability
thus takes only 1.5mm to develop, well within the EPB
propagation distance observed in the RCFs. Also the
measured spatial scale is comparable to twice the beam
skin depth, which is of the order of 600 µm.
It must be noted that, for a magnetic field of approxi-
mately 1.2 T, the Larmor radius of the background elec-
trons (approximately 30 µm for a simulated background
temperature of 10 eV) is much smaller than the typi-
cal spatial scale of the magnetic field (of the order of 1
mm), indicating that the background plasma can effec-
4tively get magnetised. Moreover, the magnetic field in
the background plasma will dissipate only via resistive
effects. This is because collisionless dissipation is ruled
out, since the spatial scale of the field is much larger
than the skin depth of the background plasma (a few mi-
crons). In this regime, the temporal scale for magnetic
field dissipation can be estimated as τOHM ≈ µoσλ2fil,
with σ = nee
2/(meνei) the classical conductivity of the
plasma. For our parameters, the electron-ion collision
frequency is of the order of νei ≈ 9 × 108 Hz, implying
a temporal scale of τOHM ≈ 75 µs. This time is much
larger than our observation time, justifying why the field
is experimentally seen to retain its shape and amplitude.
The interpretation of a purely transverse current-
driven instability is also corroborated by the spectral and
spatial distribution of the EPB after propagation through
the background plasma. Within the experimental uncer-
tainties, no significant modulation is seen in the spectrum
of the EPB, indication of no longitudinal modes being ex-
cited [47]. This is to be expected since the beam is longi-
tudinally much shorter than its skin depth. Moreover the
scintillator screen placed at the exit of the gas-cell does
not show any spatial modulation, with the EPB retain-
ing its smooth spatial distribution [37]. Numerical sim-
ulations [28] show that, due to both species in the beam
having the same mobility, electron and positron filaments
will distribute symmetrically, thus retaining a smooth
number density in the beam. In the ultra-relativistic
regime, a scintillator screen would not be sensitive to
the sign of the charge or the energy of the particle but
only on the number of particles, explaining why no den-
sity modulations are observed [48]. Indeed, this is further
confirmation of observing a purely current-driven insta-
bility.
In order to support the interpretation of the exper-
iment, we performed a 2-dimensional Particle-In-Cell
(PIC) simulation using the EPOCH code [49]. The sim-
ulation box resolves the intervals 0 ≤ x ≤ 10 mm along
the beam propagation direction and -1.5 mm ≤ y ≤
1.5 mm orthogonal to it by 104 grid cells and 3 × 103
grid cells, respectively. We use open boundary condi-
tions for the particles and fields. The pair cloud con-
sists of electrons and positrons with a mean Lorentz
factor of γ = 15. The positron density distribution at
the time t0 = 0 is np(x, y, t0) = n0 exp (−y2/c2p) with
cp = 118µm, and n0 = 10
16cm−3 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 30µm
and 0 otherwise. The electron density distribution is
ne(x, y, t0) = 1.24n0 exp (−y2/c2e) with ce = 95µm. The
total number of positrons globally equals that of the elec-
trons but the local net charge imbalance (cp 6= ce) is
purposefully introduced to act as a seed for the instabil-
ity.The electron-positron cloud is represented by 72 mil-
lion computational particles (CPs). The number density
of the background electrons is npl = n0 + 2(np − ne) at
t0 and their temperature is 50 eV.
Figure 3 shows the simulation results at the time 16.9
Figure 3. Panel (a) shows the amplitude of Bz(x, y) in units
of a Tesla. Panel (b) shows the normalized net charge (np −
nb−ne)/n0 + 1, which takes into account the contribution by
the immobile positive background charge. The contour line
corresponds to |np−ne|/n0 = 0.01. Panel (c) is a zoom of (b).
The phase space distribution fb(x, y, vx) of the background
electrons is displayed in (d). All the snapshots are taken at a
simulated time of t = 16.9 ps.
ps and Ref. [50] animates panels (a,b) in time. The
out-of-plane component of the magnetic field (Fig. 3(a))
grows into two large-amplitude bands, surrounded by two
weaker ones. The magnetic field oscillates along x up to
a maximum value of B0 = 0.6T at x ≈ 4.5 mm. The
cumulative charge density of lepton species in Fig. 3(b)
oscillates in three bands that separate the bands in Fig.
3(a). Figure 3(c) demonstrates that the driver of the
charge density oscillations is the pair cloud. The peak
value of the net charge modulus within the contour ex-
ceeds the maximum value of |np(x, y, t0)−ne(x, y, t0)| by
the factor 3; a filamentation-type instability has spatially
separated the cloud’s electrons and positrons.
The cloud’s propagation along x transforms the tem-
poral growth of its net charge into the observed spatial
growth of Bz and of the charge density perturbations
in its wake. The velocity oscillations of the background
electrons reach a peak amplitude of 0.25c at y = 0 in
Fig. 3(d), which is the location where the electrons ac-
cumulate in the cloud. The latter have a positive mean
velocity and they accelerate the background electrons at
x ≈ 5 mm into the opposite direction. The background
electrons are accelerated to increasing values of x by the
positrons, which gather in Fig. 3(c) at y ≈ ± 0.2 mm.
The moving charged pair cloud induces a return cur-
rent in the background plasma, which explains the ob-
served strong oscillations of Bz and of the net charge
density in the wake of the pair cloud. The only stable
charge density wave in an unmagnetized plasma with im-
mobile ions is the Langmuir wave. The large oscillation
amplitude together with the two-dimensional structure
of the currents have resulted in partially magnetic Lang-
muir oscillations made of an oscillating and a steady state
5magnetic component.
In conclusion, we report on the first experimental ob-
servation of the kinetic dynamics of a neutral electron-
positron beam. The observed instability results in the
generation of strong and long-lived magnetic fields, with
an equipartition parameter comparable to what is ex-
pected for pair-dominated astrophysical jets. This exper-
imental platform opens the way to accessing fundamental
phenomena in basic pair plasma physics and the micro-
physics of pair-dominated astrophysical scenarios such as
magnetic field generation and kinetic dissipation.
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